Cracker Barrel Sessions: One Day in May Symposium in Course Design 2007

- Engaging Learnings with Nimble and Credible Performance Assessments Slides (w/live links & notes) & Resources - Marcie Bober
- Structuring/Designing/Teaching in the Online Learning Environment - Bob Hoffman
- Rubrics In Action - Liane Bryson
- Clickers in Large Classrooms - Kathy LaMaster
- WITCHRAFT ON WIKIPEDIA: A Student Assignment - Elizabeth Pollard
- Interactive Classroom Activities for Large Classes - Kathy Williams
- Blended 101: The Lexicon of Blended Learning - Jim Julius
- Interacting with Students: At Distance and in the Classroom - Brock Allen & Maria Schutt
- Synchronous and Asynchronous Strategies for Facilitating Learning - Jon Rizzo
- Distance Education: Systems Realities for Faculty and Other Practitioners - Fred Saba
- The Role of Facilitators in Distance Learning Courses - Michelle Warn